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Howard Students Lead Protest at Supreme Court
BY DREW COSTLEY
If 1;,

·1...,0 prot !>tors h ld n 1gn
that \\,1 <; dist111gu1shcd nmong
the n• t of the posters 111 a
sea of picket signs \\1th catch)
phrases .ind rh}mc
"No ma trntam1ento d
scgunda cl 1 e 1 11 read \\h1ch
tran!.lalc<; to we \\Ill no Ion
•er .1c pt
ond cl~ tr at
n ent
nd h \\cd th th1
cl1\er 1t of the r \HI f ro
t~tors
led by Ho\\ rd tu
dl'nls .11 the 811pn•mt· < ou11
)CSIC'rd,1~ fli support the 1·011
tllllll'd use of kill colo1 ,1 ,1
fal'lor 111 m:1111ta111111g rac1<d lv
1h\Cr!'.1' schools
\group of more than 200
I lo\\ 1rd student , led h) th
llo\,.ircl Un1\ers1t) Student
Association, g 1thered m front
ol thl' Supr<•me tour1 Ill 5:45
a.111 to le.111 the p1 olcsl .1g.ii11<>t
(\\Cl high proftlt• t·o11rl <"dM'S
H•g;inli11g l'dll<":tlio11.
'I he protest, org.111i1t·d
\\Ith th( IH'lp of th~ Cl\il ri hts

Mca
> d1a
nt I lo rd t d nt orgamza
lion gr \\ to <;c ra hundr d
h.> 10 a m. and 111d11ded tudcnt orgam1at10ns from col
I c and 11111,crsitics ncross
the n lion labor group CJ\ 11
n ht
group and teacher
UJllQns
llO\\ rd
Unhcr;1h
I d the prot t
a ~ Shan
D I\ r lh fol nd r of B
\
h n :?.; ssan, to the
1 II.> 1111 thnicn1h dl\C
< ro\\ll.
I commend them tor
l11•lp111g 0111 \\Jlh this l'flort."
fhc t ourt he.i rd arg11
mPnt Ill <omnuinil) Sdwols
v S .1ttlc School District
Numh1..r One and Meredith
\ ,J(ftc1 on (ount) Board
of l·dm·.111011, the fir-,t set of
dr cgrega t JCi n ca cs he:i rd h.>
tht Hill er..ill\e court. ·1 he
en 1•-. \\ere heard beginning
,11 11 1.111., hut tlw group of
I lo\\Unl st11d1•11h had alrea<h
he111 r alh 1ng for mon• than
th r l hou Ill' for<'

\tar und 10·15 a.m pro
I I
mto the r ct
p mp n M tropohtan P Ii c
0 f1cu-s to direct them back
lllto their permitted protc<;t
1rca of the sldc\,alk in front of
the court Al 110011 the group
of prote tor left the 4eps of
th Supreme C-Ourt and \\alked
to I he I mcoln l'\I emorial, one
of the rte of the 1964 l\larch
on \\ 11 tu ton. There, the)
rail d for
I more hours
St ph n 1chol the ,;c
pre tdi:nt of llUS \, led ail}
rrtll} 111g ct for ts and aid that
I lo1,,1rd \\ill he 'l'<.'ll .iround
th1 \\Orld protesting for ct\ ii
11ghl .
·1 m so gktd that 11 lwn
people turn on C:\:\ the)
\'111 see studcnh \\ho started
111 Hm,.ird Unh er-;tl} and
mar< hed their \1,1) here,"
N1dmls s,1id to the encf).!.l'tic
ncmd. "\\'c 11rC' not the l'Olll·
pl.it·l'nl s tudt'nls that the
11wdia makl•s u.., out to be."

ll~-..n Jo0t" •

'°'

nlirN' Phot~• t-.d uor

The gro up of protestors marched from In front of the Supreme Court to the Lincoln
Memo rial. Hundreds gathered Monday to support the continuance of forced Integration.

See MA RCH, A4 NEWS

Rally Prepares Students for March
BY SHANAE HARRIS
Campus Editor

"So I :isk you, havl' you
O\l'rcomc? The anS\\cr is,
we have and \\e \\ 111." "ai<l
llUS \ President .Jennifer
()\,ells a she prep.ired students tor what they \\Ould be
chanting at the march to the
Supreme Court yesterday.
Through
powerful
speakers. musical selections
and spoken word, HUSA,
among the many other
organizations who plannl'd
and sponsored the march,
brought participants out at 9
p.m. in Burr Gymnasium to
prepare them for the march
to take place hours later.
Speaker~
for the rally

Alpha Phi Alpha Celebrates
100 Years of Brotherhood
BY SIMONE PRINGLE
C111iy Ed tor

'.\ lo ltl,I\ m

annln·rs 1r. oft l ou11d111 of
the hn.t hi k mt r llcg.tate
C:n•ek-lt:tter frntcrntt\, \lpha
l'ht lpha I rntcrmh. lnl
lonl) det: d , -.rhol:tr
"lup ond lo\ l for all mankmd,
th it's our ouns rn r. mem
bc1, re~ordlt•ss of Og<', JOlll
1\lth t ill' kllO\\kd~·' th.it th II"
\1 ha t \1 t' t rnd 1111 l )11r fruh r
lit\ I 111dt•btNI to Jwlp 111d
en c1 I") ne. 'h tht r} tr«
(In \lph 1 r n t , s.11d J on

h>s!t'r, .1 -.t•nior linann• major
1111d tlw pn·sitknl of till' lkt,1
ch.1ph'r .11 l f1l\\,1nl.
Jn 1qo6 the \l'll tound
111 nil n or the lc11 Is" of the
fratcr111t\, Hcnr. \rthur Calh
t h,1rll'
flcnr.
Chapman.
I· ug< llC' Kuwkle .Jone. . , G~orgc'
B1ddk
Kelle\ .
~atham cl
\lh on '.\1urnl\. Robert 11.irold
Ogle .1 nd \ •'rlner \\ ood,on
I' lllth , JOlll< d togdht'r Oil
l1c1· 4 .11 t onwll l ni\t'r,111 111
Ith.11 a. ::\ .'i.
I he frott rml' '.., fo11111k r'
th~ Q
111zat1on \\tlh
t
ti\ c to PfO' 1dc o pl c

included Shanta Driver, the
national spokesperson for
B.> Any Means Necessar),
Afric:in-American
stud
it's professor Dr Grc~or~
Carr :ind Reverend J;cnnox
'i ean1ood . .Jr. Cl.O of the
!hp-Hop Caucus and the
'ational Grassroots and
Political Director for Russell
Simmons' Hip Hop Summit
Action Network.
"vVe are in the midst of
building a new civil rights
movement," Driver sa id.
.. Our greatest victory tomor
row will be the step forward
for [this] new movement
and the path of HO\\ard after
tomorrow ,~;11 be to strengthen and build the mo,·ement

11ht'rt• n1111oril) student~ t•ould
t•ongn•gat1'. stud} and hl'lp
t'.ll'h otht•r. Tlw ml'n rc;1lized
th 1l at Cornell n predominate
I) 'hit "' Lc.1gue in,.titut1011.
om krnd ofg roup "a' needed
to \\llh!ttond the prC' ure-. of
rac1,1l 1n1u,.til·c and prejutlice.
\s the men of Alpha l'hi
lph:i Frat emit~, hw . h,I\ c
~rO\\ 11 in both numher and
111tlucncc, ... o h,1, c the ;whw\ l'·
nwnh thl' frat1•r111t~
has
m.idl'.
~l.1n\ promint'nl bl.wk
S

Students look on as they recleve instruction on how to
properly protest In front of the Supreme Court.

ALPHA. iA3 NEWS

to new heights."
Leaders of the march
com pa red it to the movemcn ts during the i95os civil
rights era.
Driver urged participa rits to no lonJ?;er acre pt
..second class, back of the
bus inferiority" as she spoke
of ch;I rights leader Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. saying, "he fought for the heart,
and mind, and soul of all
of America. He was one of
our greatest p olitical lead ers because he u nderstood
that the fight for civi.l rights
for black freedom and black
equality stood at the h eart of
the fight for all of America to
be the nation we could be."
"That has not changed,~
she added.
Our spoke to the a udience about what he felt was
the true reason behind the
need for the march a nd the
history that led up to it · I
\\ant to be clear \~h) \\e're
here tonight, .. Carr said.
'The
Louisville
[Kentucky] case. for example· basically they [have]
a rule that says that they
want to keep black people
in their public schools K-12
bel\\Ccn 15 percent and up
to 50 percent. meaning t hat
See RALLY, A3 NEWS

Former Professor of the Year to Settle Lawsuit With University
BY DREW COSTLEY
.lt'rmnc () \\ 1\h.1111.... Ph))
Ill 1
all.' proft
k lm I Ill oo
2001 ~I k tuig I
Y«.ar 111 the School o lhL'~"'"'""
L" 111 th~ nudst of ~ulmg W\\
"Ult that h filed liga I ' t lht:
L m' r.;1t\ 111 late Ot>tober m tl
ll t' Supcnor Court for '
tion of his ac:idt m1c freed m
.md bn.':lch of contr".ict
\ \ 1lh.1111' -..'ltd that tu ... I,\\\
) ·rs .111d the Umn•r;1t\ ·, 1;.i\,, trh \ 'C ag1 e...'CI to ktX'p the "lX
of th ' n ~ tiat10 s confide t al
but ha' con to a 1 na1
:-e
rncnt.
\\ ilham-. who wa.... offtn'Cl

DEX

CAMPUS

2

lht: \nh l~r Hu~h John I
l.1ooh end•'' rd c-h.11m1.111sh1p
Ill \pnl ot -<l02 sud that ht"
ct \\ s h cltC'd aftt>r ti

t
l:nt\ r;1h ~

n t com
m nt n IX!™ nel "'u
\ftt r he '' , fft: l'\.'tl th
<'It: tr 1 11 t n \\ 1 ran1' I
\\ th
hool of 81 'lll ' r>.:.1n
t \

l~rron

II." }. \\ ' a ... ked t
'1"1t .I hn E. Jacob
l\
ct;
d l
111 un .111
se Bu h
m ...
H " " ~tunted from the tnp
n good "I nt but Pr\>sident
MARCH SPECl!.!.

4.

s

H

l'.1lnck !'W\'.\:.ert. through
HanT\ " offiC"C. requ~ ...tcd ro1>I("" of reslareh that \ \ 1Uianb
did ' ral '
o on target
produ ... to

I " s ftt
ted
' r cop
h ... n:.-.earch
th t h reccl\m a Jett~ r from
H "
that the ffi "
r·B '>Ch

ha

bel\,ren Har.t') and \\~tlliant-.
regnrding the ... ituation. the dC'Ci·
ion to ~o with anotherl'3ndidatl'
''as not reversed and \\illiam ...
de(' doo to leave the L'nhers1l) .
~1 decided that 1 could no
onger sta) at the 1Jruver..1l)
because 1 ''-:is unhapro ," .,;aid
\\'ill ms who --aid thi-.. wa' JU"1
the upping pomt after a series of
other dt'3ppo'ntmcnts ''1th the
l mvers1l\
He wa_, on~nall> lured
owa1 from ht-. position a.. an
ssociatc profe>.--Or t Penn
ta t:
rs t) m ~1 because
f pbns to begin a Cent for
M rl\etp ce Diver.nl\ m the
School of Busmes... \\'hen he
ot to the t: lU\-ers·t) he was

surprbcd to find that there w:is
no money available to begin the
re.carch center.
\\'illiams. "ho no\' holds
the F.J. HC)ne Centenni31 professorship at the Uruversit'> of
ic."<ao;-Au.-.tin. filed a gnevancc
"1th the Facult) Gnevancc
Commb.sion m ~ovember of
2002 rel!3.rding the matter, and
he received a deci...ion ruhng m
hi favor in September of 2005
The commi-.-,ion reoom·
mended then that the UOJ\ers1l)
nward \\'ilham... 30 000 for
ithe rescinded professorship
tS,000 for cltair support and
chair research that he '' Id
ihave needed, 1;;.000 m attortte\ fees and s;;.ooo m personlfE ! STYLE

8

al expenses. according to a statem(·nt from the commission.
AccordingtotheUnivcrsity's
faculty handbook, S\')'gCrt had
30 da) to either appeal or
accept the commission dcciion. but be did not act. accord·
ing to \ \ 'illiams.
\\'illiams waited until a year
after the decision was rendered
to file the ~-..-uit, but he says
that throughout the di1emma,
\\hich ha-, la-.1ed more than tour
years. his relationship ....;th the
Universil\ has been good over·1 have successfull) recnuted
a umber of students to come
to T6a5 for ~duate school. I

am ''CJ) fond of 01) memones at
HO\,-ard."
EDITORiAL.S & ~SPECTIYES 9
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Howard Men

Dispel Myths
BY CHARLOTTE YOUNG
Hilltop Staff Writer

It's common to hear
female Howard students
complain about the quality of available men on
campus, but the men on
campus say that not all of
them fit into U1c stereotypical roles.
··u sct•ntS unfair to
ha\·c these stereotypes
because not all black men
are the same," said sophomore broadcast journalism
major Ty Axson. "Black
men typically feel they have
to work hard ju~t to prove
themseln•s or deal with a
woman's score from past
relationships."
~Jany
s reotypes
floating around campus
about How·.ird men are
negative but junior administration of justice major
Jon Armstrong feels that
there arc also posim·e stereotypes too.
"\.\le get a bad reputation for being cheaters
undese1vingly," he said.
"[Black women say] we
haven't rcachL'<l our potential. we're immature, [but
they also say) we're intelligent. assertive and the
fuhire leaders of the black
race."
fo Am1:.trong. these
negative stereotypes are
only a challenge.
·Sometimes I can be
offended by the stereotypes but in the same scope
it helps me to be more

motivated...[and] want
to defy U1e stereotypes."
Sophomore architecture major Wansley
said he is one of the "good
guys," but acknowledges
that there are those who do
disrespect Howard women
and Ulat "it's a bit disheartening."
"l'vly friends and I do
so much to try and show
U1at there are good guys,
and when you see the guys
doing U1e opposite of that
and they outnumber you,
it gets to tile point it's like
why by, because you don't
sec any changes coming
about," he said.
Wansley
contends
that many Howard women
don't ,.,.-ant good men.
'"fhey'U sa} ·Jamil,
nobody wants a gentleman, tJ1at's why you're still
single,"'
Axson also puts fault
for Howard men's behavior
on the women.
"Men can dish out
what women will take.
If [men] give them
McDonald's, [women] can
accept McDonald's. If they
want Red Lobster then
they have to demand Red
Lobster. You have to set
yourself up to receive good
treatment," he said.
The remedy to dispel
the negative stereotypes
is to first "give people a
chance, trust a little bit
more...be encouraging...
[and) be open to how men
think,·· according to Axson.

DECEMBER

Students, University Offices Work
Towards Internship Opportunities
The School of Business has
its own Career Services Office
for its students. Located on the
second floor of the School of
Business building, the School's
Career Services Office also has
internship and job placement
services.
Director of the School of
Business Career Development
Program, Harold Gray, was
unavailable for comment.
However, Bailey explained
the Office's process of internship placement.
"Students can turn their
resumes into the [Career
t1k- Pholo
Services Office] which will be
School of Communications students often feel that Internship Information Is readily avail- turned over to an enabled list
able and easily accessible. Students In other schools, however, don't always agree.
on Monstertrak.com. Fortune
500 companies use the enabled
been known to provide students with
list to search for qualified stuBY CHLOE LOUVOUEZO
Contributing Writer
adequate preparation for internships. dents for their internship programs and
The annual School of Communications for job placement," he said.
Sheryl \.Vitherspoon, Coordinator for
Walking through the hallways of Job Fair gives students the opportunity
the School of Communications building, to meet with company recruiters one on Career De,·elopment for Student Services
in the School of Engineering, Architecture
communications students are likely to one.
The Career Services Office, locat- and Computer Science, said, "Student
pass by at least five postings for internships in their deparbnent. The School of ed on the third floor of the School of Services offers postings for 111ternsh1ps,
Communications is resourceful in pro- Communications building, offers career co-op's and permanent hires as well as
viding students with internship listings. advisement as well as workshops which information sessions on internships."
The Student Services also works
Students in 0U1er schools however, haven't give interview and resume ''riling tips.
had as easy access to internships through The Career Services office also coordi- hand-in-hand with the Career Services
their respective school as students in the nates an internship program specifically Office in the School of Communications to
School of Communications.
designed to assist students in finding find appropriate internships for students
Aisha Hassan, a sophomore political internship experiences that help students with majors in the School of Engineering,
science major, doesn't feel the College of of all majors make the best career deci- Architecture and Computer Science.
Juan Solera, senior journalism major,
Arts and Sciences does a sufficient enough sions.
Many students are unaware that plans to start an internship in the spring
job in providing its students with proper
the Career Services Office is open to all with his hometown newspaper, The
access to internships.
"I had a past internship but found it majors, not only to students in the School Baltimore Sun. Solera admited that it was
. fairly easy to access internship opportunion my own without the help of the depart- of Communications.
ment," she said.
Senior international business major ties as a communications student.
"I found my spring internship at the
Hassan also works at the front Brandon Bailey was not aware that the
desk of the College of Arts and Sciences Career Services internship program School of Communications .Job Fair. I
Educational Advisory Center. Hassan said was accessible to non-communications think the School of Communications does
that the only postings for internships for majors.
a good job in guiding its students towards
students with an Arts and Sciences major
"I would have taken advantage of access to internships. It should be that
that she has ever seen were along the wall the School of Communications Career ''-ay for everyone else.~
of the first floor in Locke Hall.
Services Offices a long time ago had I
The School of Communications has known," he said.

Holiday Travel Hassles

CHAPEL

BY CORTNEY CLEVELAND
Contnbuting Wnter

\i\'ith winter break only
weeks awa), many Howard
students arc preparing for the
demands of holiday travel.
Besides offering a vacation
from academics, ''inter break
can also mean adcll'd physical,
mental, and financial burdens
for many students. Experts
forecast that travel will be fuller this season. which means
higher prices and more hassles for travelers. A study by
Priceline.com suggested that
travelers should expect tc pay
up to ::.100 more for' an airline
ticket this slason, a 6% to 11%
increast: from last ye.tr.
"Ticket prices arc so ridiculous now I'm going to have
to stay in the area this year,"
said Joy Parker, a junior from
California. Because of the
high ticket prices, Parker ,,iJl
not be able to spend the holidays . . . ~th their families. She
remains optimistic about the
holidays, however. "Don't feel
bad for me. Me and my roommates will make the best of it.
As long I don't have to worry
about classes, its going to be a
good break."
Despite the higher prices,
junior business major Tonya
Jones remains eager to escape
campus. ''The minute finals are
'i

over I'm gone," said Jones. "I
Despite the mode chosen,
just need a couple of weeks at experts advise travelers to plan
home in the sunshine with my ahead to avoid problems and
family lo get my mind right for high prices this holiday season.
next semester.~
"It seems that the busy sumAlthough some students mer season sent a clear mesmay opt to take the train or sage to holiday travelers: if you
bus home to save money, these want to be sure to get a seat,
alternative modes of trans- you'd better book it early," said
portation do not guarantee an Amy Ziff, the editor-at-large of
escape from holiday crowds. Travelocity, who often offers
Approximately 2 million people students advice in their travel
will be using the train or other itinerary. Since prices vary
forms of transportation to trav- widely depending on departure
el this season. Traveling by car and return dates, changing
may also provide students with dates can also lower a ticket
a less expensive way home, price. The heaviest air travel
but experts suggest preparing days are December 22, 23, 26,
for congested highways and 27 and 30. 1f an individual
high gas prices. The An1crican wishes to avoid high prices and
Automobile Association esti- congested facilities, experts
mates 38.3 million An1ericans suggest avoiding these dates in
will travel 50 miles or more travel arrangements.
from home this holiday, a 2.7
Holiday travelers should
percent increase from 2005. also be \\<lry about the changGas prices are expected to aver- es to security screening proage around $2.24.
cedures. The average \>\"ait to
"Going through security get through security during the
is a headache. Dealing with holiday rush is expected to be
the crowds is a headache. And around 45 minutes. To allevisince it's the holiday season it's ate problems at security and
going to be even worse then speed up the process, travelnormal, but it's unavoidable," ers are advised to familiarsaid Marcus Hayes, a sopho- ize themselves with new airmore biology major. 'Tm look- line security guidelines before
ing forward to seeing my family packing. More time may be
and friends, but I'm definitely needed to get through security
not looking forward to going checkpoints as tighter restricthrough the airport."
tions on liquid items can slow
the process. "Airports are going
to be crowded and chaotic this
holiday. The new security rules
will be the number one problem for travelers this season,"
said Ziff.
The aggravations associated with holiday travel do
deter students' anticipation of
the upcoming season, however.
"Traveling during the holidays
is a painful experience," said
Vanessa Kelly, sophomore journalism major. "But it's worth it
to get away and its something
you have to go through."
file"'-

While most students would prefer hassle-free hollday travel,
many have come to accept the problems that come with It.
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Swygert Emphasizes the Importance
of Helping People That Are In Need
BY EBONI FARMER
Hilltop Staff Wnter

According to Dean
Richardson, President H.
Patrick Swygert has been
a major asset to the flourishing of religious life on
campus. In order to continue being a major asset,
Swygert made it his duty
to speak to the chapel on
Sunday.
During the service the
Howard Rankin Memorial
Chapel choir was able to
have everyone in the audience stand on their feet
and praise the Lord.
After their rendition of
"Now Behold the Lamb,"
Swygert stepped up to the
pedestal to give his words
of God to the people of
God.
His message was to
the students of Howard
University whom he claims
to be able to relate to on
many levels since he is a
Howard alumnus.
"Each generation has
a movement. My generation had a movement that
was easier to see because
we were living in times of
segregation. It ma> not be
as easy for your generation to see or address the
challenges you will face,"
Swygert said.
"You have to ask
yourselves the questions
because we can not always
ask them for you. You have
to find the answers and
reasonings on your own."
Swygert raised questions that no one can seem
to find the answer to but
need to be answered.
"Why is it that during
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President H. Patrick SWygert challenged the audience
as he preached over the 90th Psalm on Sunday.

a time when so many have
so much there are still
those who have so little?"
Swygert made reference to the 901h Psalm in
which Moses was praying
about the dire circumstances of his people. He
discussed the journey that
took Howard students to
the devastated Gulf Coast.
"To simply say God
will provide means you're
not going to travel to New
Orleans to help out in the
lower 9•h ward like Howard
students did last spring
break," said Swygert.
"God will provide but
too many people do not do
what Howard sh1dents did
in New Orleans which is
serve God"s people."
Swygert also discussed
the temptations that peo-

pie have to sin. He said
that although there are
temptations, U1cy must be
resisted.
"We are not disposed
lo do the right thing
although we think we are.
If that were the case it
\\Ould not be called l~rth
but it would be c;.\llcd
heaven," Swygert said.
"A mistake free, hazard-free life is not going to
happen. We have to have
faith and believe in something other than ourselves
because we don't have all
the answers."
"A test is coming to
you that you haven't prepared for it yet. You're not
going to get to the next
exam with out some type
of faith," Swygert said.

DECEMBER
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Rally Stresses Importance of
March, Attracts Supporters

Alphas Commemorate Centennial
ALPHA, from News A1

open to suggestions about
fund raisers and being active
in ilie community."
The large-scale centennial
celebrations were held over ilie
summer in Washington D.C.
and in Iiliaca, N.Y. iliis past
weekend. The fraternity also
held a party at Love nightclub
where all east coast fraternity members were invited to
celebrate ilie milestone anniversary of the organization's
founding. All proceeds went to
ilie construction of ilie Martin
Luilier King Jr. memorial.
"Seeing what iliis organization has become, 100 years
later, it's literally a huge occasion," Foster said. "It's tl1e
landmark of how everyone's
centennial celebration will be
for ilie next 10 years. It was a
big deal for me because fuese
men are successful. It moved
me to be more about ilie actual
work of the organization."
He added, "You don't stop
being an Alpha. There were
60, 70 year old men walking
around wiili Alpha hats on. It
made me more focused about
tlle organization."
Beta chapter historian and

men tlu-oughout history
were members, including jazz
pe1former Duke Ellington,
media mogal John H. Johnson,
inventor Garrett A. Morgan
and performer Paul Robeson.
Through tl1eir prominent positions, many accomplishments
have b een made. The civil
rights movement, led by Rev.
Dr. Martin Lufuer King Jr., a
fraternity member, benefited
greatly from fue support of the
fraternity.
The push to begin construction on "Build A Dream,"
tl1c rvlartin Lutl1er King Jr.
1v1emorial on the Tidal Basin,
was initiated by ilie fraternity. Besides being active on a
national level, the Beta chapter
is also active in ilie District.
"[We do] ilie Broilier to
Broilier program, several of
ilie brothers mentor at different area schools [and] we volunteer at CCNV (Community
Center for Non-Violence)
which is ilie nation's largest
homeless shelter," Foster said.
"'\N e put on step shows for
churches. There's a set list of
programs tlmt we do, but we're

senior history and political
science major Ronnie Lewis
agrees wiili Foster.
"I see [our centennial) as
a milestone. Our fraternity
sets a standard for black Greek
life. vVe've had obstacles, but
witll obstacles come success.
It's so1netl1ing to be proud of.
We stand on a great legacy of
strong values. Turning 100 is
a significant part of history,"
Lewis said.
As far as where ilie fraternity will stand in anotl1er 100
years, Lewis believes, "we'll
still be upholding our founders' v<ilues and working hard to
solve tlle issues present wiiliin
ilie black community."
Pertaining to relevancy,
Foster believes that even wiili
tlle progress blacks have made
so far, black Greek organizations will still be necessary and
thriving for years to come.
"Look at the values of tlle
black fraternities and sororities. They're definitely still
needed. It's more tllan ilirowing parties. It's about making a
change," he said.

RALLY, from News A1

Local Universities
Participate in March
COLLEGES, from News A6

Democrats and NAACP,
along witll Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., organized tlle
march from ilie campus at 8
a.m. from tlrn Rosslyn Shuttle
Stop to take ilie Orange/ Blue
line to Capitol Soutll.
According to Lancia, a
senior philosophy major, ending affirmative action now
would not have given a long
enough tinle to right "historical wrongs of slavery, systematic and structural injustice
and prejudice."

Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc., at
Georgetown University, had
prior plans for ilie day of ilie
event, but still wanted to organize for it based on an earlier article she said she wrote
for tlle independent newspaper The Fire This Ti1ne, titled
"Ow· Second Independence,"
which highlighted ilie need for
student political activism and
protection of civil rights.
Georgetown's
College
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"It is not just about remedying ilie past but protecting
tlle future," Lancia said. "We
need children and teenagers
to have role models in their
comn1unities to show tllem
tllat college is possible, iliat
hope and faitll in a dream is
not pointless. It is important
for iliem to know tllat jobs in
business, education, medical
work or law are just as reputable as careers in sports or
entertainment."

"
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witll plans on taking a stance
during tlle movement.
One of iliose students
fro1n London, Karen Doyle
said, "I came down with a
group of nine students from
an organization called 'Moving
for Justice By Any Means
Necessary' and we've come
down because we are building a civil rights movement
in Britain and we wanted to
learn from what's going on
here regarding integration a nd
segregation."
Those like Driver stressed
to attendees tlle importance of
tlle march and ilie continuation of ilie entire movement
after Dec. 4.
"You've met your first
challenge, [but], we need you
to continue to lead. Do not
recede. Tomorrow will be
a great' day, but only a day.
Building tlle new movement
is ow· hope to guarantee our
future," Driver said.
"Howard, iliank you for
leading us tllus far. Lead us
to a brighter tomorrow," she
added.

against.
"This is our lunch counter
iliey're not interested in
having majority black people," moment. Our parents fought
Carr said.
against Jim Crow and we are
Carr cited tlle fourteenth fighting against Jan1es Crow,
amendment, saying that "The Jr., Esq.," Yeanvood said.
fou1t eentll amendinent says...
Howard students and facn o state shall make or enforce ulty were not tlrn only ones in
any law which shall abridge attendance at tlle rally, as other
and immunities of citizens of schools including UC Berkeley
the United States; nor shall and Soutl1ern University came
any State deprive any person in support of ilie movement.
of life, liberty, or p1·operty,
Niiobi
Armah,
IV,
wiiliout due process of law; tlle Student Government
nor deny to any person wiiliin Association
president
of
its j urisdiction ilie equal pro- Soutllern University, along
tection of ilie laws."
witll five oilier executive
"This is not about black board members traveled to
folks, it's about white folks tlle District on behalf of tlleir
and a iliing known as white school to participate in tlle
supremacy,"
Carr
said. movement as an H BCU.
"[Tomorrow] tlley are preserv"A lot of our HBCUs have
ing a way of life that has never a negative connotation and
been real, a way oflife tllat has I think tllat as tlle leaders of
to depend on somebody being these institutions, [particiblack."
pating] shows tllat we're still
Yearwood stressed tlle mobilizing and still pursuimportance of involven1ent ing rights for black Alnerica,"
in tlle movement and tlle fact Armah said.
iliat blacks are now fighting
There were also stuagainst themselves instead of dents from Great Britain and
who tlley should be fighting London who came to tlle rally
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"1"111 n1arching for my chil.d rcn and their future."
--Riana Goodman. freshtnan chemistry major

"J 'n'?marching because I want to be a part of the possibly
biggest n1ovement of my generation ."
--Mary Edwards.junior nursing 111ajor
" I' m marching so that those who marched during the civil
rights 1novemcnt wouldn't have done so in vain."
--Gary Lewis. sophomore political science tnajor
"l"m 111arch.ing because I feel we tilke too much for
granted. Also because I know those who fought on our
behalf would be turning in their graves if Howard students
didn't 111arch ...
v
--Alicia Aponte. freshman Spanish 1najor
"1'111 marching because we can't go back to segregation.
If we do that's only a step back for our race:·
--Donald Farley. junior legal con1nn111ications
maJor
"I'm marching to honor the legacy of Thurgood
rvlarshall. ..
--Mya Johnson. sopho111ore finance major
"1'1111narching because rm tired of hearing people say
Howard students aren't active."
--Terrence Robinson. senior television and fil n1
lllaJOr
"1'111 marching because Brown vs. The Board of
Education changed our lives for the better."
--Jackie Dorset, freshman pre-pharmacy major
" 1'111 nlarching because I can't believe this is happening.
The Supren1e Court is hearing a case that could overturn
Brown v.;. Board of Education- something has to be
done."
--Imani Peterson. sophomore cotnputer science
maJOr

Howard, Other Universities Take Part in March
MARCH, from A1
Student organizations from
universities and colleges across
the nation, including groups
from Harvard University, the
University of California-Berkeley,
the University of Louisville,
Fayetteville
State
University,
Lincoln University, Morehouse
College and Spelman College were
represented yesterday. Students
from Lincoln University wore tshirts bearing a picture of Lincoln
alumnus Thurgood Marshall, who
argued the plaintiffs' side in the
1954 Supreme Court case Brown
v. Board of Education that ended
desegregation in schools.
Tony Anderson, a junior
political philosophy major and
the associate vice president of the
Student Government Association

at Morehouse, came with a group
representing ·every school in th e
Atlanta University and College system minus l\lorris Brown College.
"I'm here on the steps of the
Supreme Court," Anderson said.
"We were here before the sun came
up around all the people who look
like me. It's worth the 12 hour trip
just to be right here at 7 o'clock in
the morning."
Although many of the day's
speakers emphasized unity in the
fight for equality, Rosie Washington
said that the court dc•cision would
directl) affect African Americans
over any other ethnic group.
"The implications of the cases
affects us directly the most," said
\>\' ashington, a 20 year-old from
the University of Louisville.
Nichols said that by helping

to organize several student organizations from around the world,
Howard s tudents arc showing that
they are leaders for the global comm unit).
"This isn't just for AfricanAmericans," said Nichols, who lead
the crowd in a rendition of the
black national anthem, "Lift Every
Voice and Sing" and a call and
response in which he asked the
protestors, "Have we overcome?"
The crowd responded, "We have
and we will."
Ile added, "Today is for the
women. Hispanics, Asians and a lot
of other minorities because we are
no longer the minority. We are the
majority. \>\'e came here today to
galvanize people from around the
world under one cause."
Other speakers for the rally

included Gregory Carr, Ph.D, a
professor in the department of
African-American studies, former
HUSA vice president April Harley,
president of the Chapel Assistants
Ty Axson and Arnita Hayden, the
organizer of the Undergraduate
Student Assembly's part in the
march.
Carr said that the student leaders who came out from Howard will
step forward and remain leaders in
the future and that the protest was
vital in assuring that the Supreme
Court rcmams fair, just and equal.
"Somebody in this crowd will
be sitting on one of those seats
one day, even if we cannot see the
change today," Carr said, pointing to the court behind him. "And
make sure that this building represents the justice that this building

is supposed to represent."
Hayden was the first to say yesterday that the country is already
relapsing into segregation and that
a favorab le court decision for the
plaintiffs would add to the relapse.
"This a slap in the face that the
Supreme Court would even hear
this case," Hayden said. "From
this day forward we will not get
slapped in the face and just stand
by and feel the pain."
Stephanie Brown, the you th
and college director for the NAACP,
said that she was proud to SC( sc
many come out to tell America that
a moral re-evaluation was needed.
"We are here today to tell
America," llrown said, "you need
to check your soul."

Some Students Choose to Miss Class in Favor of Politics
BY TRAVER RIGGINS
Contnbutmg Wnter

Around 5,000 people
marched to the Supreme
Court on Monday to take a
stand for their rights. ?.1any of
them were Howard Universit)
students who derided to miss
class for the occasion.
Students had to contemplate the importance of class
time against the importance of
having their voices heard.
"Somehow this event could
change the way my classes run
anyways, so why not be there
for the march?" Ashley Brown,
a freshman biology major
af;ked.
The Office of th1; Provost
issued a letter to faculty, via
the Hilltop, encouraging them
to be considerate of students'
choice to participate in the
march.
"Au to ma ti cal ly, si nee we're
an HBCU, we should be fulJy
supportive of it. I think they
should actually cancel classes
on Monday so everyone can
participate," Brown said.
The majority of professors
held classes despite the march,
but some agree that if it were
not for the timing of the event
being close to the end of the

Africansemester
and
Amer i can
finals, they would
have
cancelled
youth by not
classes to encourgoing," Jasmine
age students to
Sparkman,
a
participate.
so p homo r e
speech patholGraduate
ogy major said.
studies director
in the departSparkman was
ment of political
unable to parscience
profesticipate in the
sor, Donn Davis,
entire march,
butstiJI planned
Ph.D., said that
he ,,;11 encourage
to stay for as
his students to go
long as possible
to the march after
until she had to
the review sesreturn to camsion in his class
pus for a final.
for Wednesday's
H oward
final.
students
are
"My generanot the only
tion has failed to
ones sacrificpass on some vital
ing classes to
and valuable lespartake in the
sons about strug- Many students who participated In Monday's march at the Supreme Court found
march.
gle and about themselves having to choose between attending classes and supporting the cause.
P a u I
rights,"
Davis
Notice,
a
said.
Georgetown
Students today have been instead of class because educa- cumstances and involvements. University international poliborn into a privileged society tion is not a monolithic experi"This is a social impera- tics sophomore, attended the
that has not witnessed thti ence.
tive. It's very educational," march because he says hearhardships and struggles of
"Pour years spent here at Davis said.
ing voices is the only way the
black people from two genera- Howard are going to cnange
Some students decided not Supreme Court will know that
tions ago, Davis said.
you in a number of ways," to attend the march because of the issue is important.
He does not agree with Davis said. He said that there class as well as other reasons.
Notice, who supports
professors penalizing stu- is learning to be found in not
"I think that's just prov- affirmative action as the govdents for attending the march only class, but also friends, cir- ing the complacency amongst ernment's form of repara-

THE HILLTOP

tions said, "The only reason
there haven't been any cases
is because the programs have
been working. It's like removing the wheels to your car
because your car is mo,;ng. It
doesn't make any sense."
Students came from a-; far
as Michigan and California.
Josie Hyman, a University
of California at Berkeley graduate and BAi\1N organizer,
helped to organized the bussing of about 350 students
from Michigan. She believes
that it is time to get the younger generations involved in
affecting their futures.
Jevon Cochran, a junior
at Cass Tech High School in
Detroit, is one of the students
who attended the march with
Hyman. Cochran is an overtly
proactive student in the fight
against segregation in the largest black city in the world outside of Africa.
"Know that by coming
out to the march, making this
fight [means] that it's not the
Supreme Court's decision,~
Cochran said. "It is the decision of the young people that
came out for this movement."
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lntertiational Students Unable to Participate in Black Monday
BY BRITTANY HUTSON

Board of Education," she said. ' first week of my arrival to the

Campus Editor

"[llowever) we are not allowed
to have an official stand on the
issue by marching."
Grace
\nsah-Birikorang,
the director of the Office of
International Student Services,
confinned Bertrand's statement
~I advised them against
marching because of their nonimmigrant status in the US," she
said. 'They do not have the freedom to participate in civil disobedience of any kind because if thev
arc caught they can be arrested
and sent back to their home."
Caribbean
Student
Association president Anthony
Farrell explained how upon his
arrival to the U.S. he and a group
of international students were
advised to stay away from public
demonstrations.
"I remember Uiat wiU1in the

As Howard students, staff
and faculty stood outside the
Supreme Court yesterday in
defense of education and affirmative action, they unfortunately
were unable to have the physical
support of some of their international classmates.
International Pals president
Alisha Bertrand said international students were prohibited
from marching alongside their
classmates and peers due to the
possibility of violating the conditions of their visas.
"TI1e international student
body truly sympathizes with
the entire minority community
(African-American,
II is panic
American and Asian American)
on the issue of Brown v. the

U.S. a group of us were advised
against such action," he said.
lb, re.'lson ghen \\35 that we
are considered gu. ·sts in thi'
country and to demonstrate
would be tantamount to disrespecting our host."
Ansah-Birikorang further
explained how if international
students were to participate in
the march, under the law they
would be considered to be committing a terrorist act.
"Due to the Patriot Act as
well as U1e Suspension of Famil~·
and Privacy Act, I advised them
[international students] not to be
actively involved,"' she said.
According to Bertrand, as a
result of Sept ulh international
students are under intense scrutiny by the government. Their
verbal and physical actions arc

constantly under observation.
Therefore, they were not permitted to acti\'dy participak m the
march.
B) participating in the
marcl1, the gm·e1nment would
have a possible motive lo send
international students home, if
deemed neC\...>sSary.
'"\.\Tc definitely empaU1ize
with the frustrations of not
having equal opportunity and
pri\ileges being extended to ilic
American minority CPmmunity,~
Rertrand smd.
Ho"cvcr both &rt1·1nd
and An-;ah-B1rikornng affinued
iliat inte111ational students can
support U1c Br0\\11 v. ilie Board
of Education issue in other ways
besides actively marching. They
are allow1.'<1 to offer U1cir opinions on the is.sue.
Senior chemical engineer-

ing major and Nigerian native
Michael Braimah said that he
supported the march but was
iothcro..>d b) his inability to
actively partic1patt.
..Part of the reason we as
international students can enroll
is because of Bro,,11 v. ilie Board
of Education.~ he said. ~ifs sad
that we can't patticipatc because
it affects us just as much as it
docs American students."
Another supporter. Trinidad
native and rophomore ps)cholog_\ major l .dson Brcedy,
explained hm' the possibilil) of the case being overturnlxl
st>cmed ridiculous to him.
'"I noticed how I wasn't seeing anything about the cases in
the media,.. he said. 'The fact
that it is possible for the case to
be overturned is ridiculous."
However, all international

students did not feel arudous
about having an oppo1tunity to
participat in the march. Junior
biology major Victor Oraeki felt
th.1t the hf' could not have been
i.n\·oh·cd wiili tl1e march.
'"I don't think I'm in a position to stand up and fight... the
Nigerian native said. "It would
not be a fight of 1nine; it would
be more suitable for African
American,.,, ..
"Of course I do support
thost' \\Ito mard1cd 1" Orneki
adtkd. "l11c cast' \\ill uffcct my
lift as \\l'll so I do Sj1npalhize..,
Rl>gardlcss of how international students felt about
the march, Ansah-Birikorang
reminds thc1u that they arc in
the Slates for one primary task.
"'111cir purpose i-.; to obey tlie
law and go to school," she said.

The Second Time Around:
Looking Back at Black Tuesday
BY MERCIA WILLIAMS-MURRAY
Hilltop Staff Wnter

As they have many tin1es in the

past, Howard students rallied tor a
cause that they deemed worthy and
important Monday.
Howard students have stood
together for or against many different
issues affecting the black communil)
over the years. One of the most recent
examples of widespread unil)1 was an
event that occurred on Tuesday April
1, 2003.

•·11c> Vho•o

On Aprll 1, 2003, thousands from HBCUs around the country took
part In " Black Tuseday: A March In Support of Affirmative Action."

Thousands of students from sc\
eral HBCUs called the event "Black
Tuesday: A March in Support of
Affirmative Action."
Some of our country's top national
newspapers covered ilie march, and ilie
April 2 edition of the Washington post
reported "many rode chartered buses
across ilie country to reach the event.
On Monday night, thousands marched
from a pep rally and poetry slam on
Howard University's campus lo the
steps of the Supreme Court. Residents
of the Shaw neighborhood flung their
doors open to get a better look."
Yet again, the issue of affirmative
action has made its way to the steps
of the Supreme Court and iliis time
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it is accompanied \\ith an issue many
thou~ht had been resolved decades
ago-segregation in schools.
The case heard by the utmost court
in the nation on ·\pril i. 200:~ concerned iliree people who claimed that
they had been denied admission to the
University of lvtichigan's law school
while African-Americans, I Iispanics
and American-Indians with the same
qualifications as them had been accepted to the school.
Civil rights activists and members
of the black community joined forces
with ~tud(·nts to defend th·· landmark
decisiot 1nade in Brown v. Board of
Education in 1954·
The court was to determine if
affirmative action would remain on
America's legal landscape and conservatives were hoping that set-sides and
preferences for minorities would be
done away with for good.
On one side people who range from
consen <\tive to liberal on the political
spcclrum said if minorities, particularly blacks want equality, everything
should be equal and having spots/positions "set aside"' in the workforce and in
colleges goes against everything being
equal.
Others feel that prejudice and rac-

ism are still very 1uuch alive in the
United States and tm minorities to
have equal opportunities, affirmati\'C
al'tion is needed.
'\.lthough the cases divided the
court, it ultimate!) decided that affirmative action was here to stay -for the
time being.
On l\londay, two cases, Meredith
\. .Jefferson Count) Public Schools
and Parents Involved in Community
Schools v. St•altle School District, were
brought to the Supreme Court.
Oral argum1; its were h ard from
both sides and the decisim, wil: ult 1
mate!) determint:. whcthc1 measures
will be taken to desegregate grades K12 in public schools and whether affirmative action progran1s for higher education will remain legal.
If the sides that oppose affirmative
action and purposeful desegregation
measures are successful, any and alJ
measures that promote racial integration and equal opportunity in American
education could be barred.
Both marches wcr" organized
mainly by the Coalition to Defend
Affirmative Action, Integration &
I mmigration Rights and Fight for
Equality By Any Means Necessary,
more commonly known as BA.I.VIN.
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Universities Around D.C. Mobilize for the March

B11·nn Jones· Senior Photo Editor

Although it seemed llke Howard was the only school at the march, many students from
the University of Maryland at College Park and Georgetown University were also there.
BY DANYELLE HADAWAY
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard
University's
intense
involveinent
In
the civil rights organization By Any Means
Necessary's (BAMN) march
on Washington earned the
University its own spot on
the march's itinerary. It was
the only school on the schedule.
Some might have thought

the n1arch had surpassed
By Any Means Necessary
to unofficially become a
Howard University event.
"It started off as a BAMN
march and it still is a BAMN
march on Dec. 4. However,
Howard kind of led the
push," said Arnita Hayden,
the UGSA coordinator and
coordinator for the march.
Hadyen said that the
BAMN march was at 9 a.m.

in front of the Supreme Court
and that UGSA was in charge
of organizing how Howard
students got to the Supreme
Court.
The
march
on
Washington was a By Any
Means Necessary effort to
defend integration and affirmative action that the organization said was endangered
if the court ruled in favor
of white parents fro In Seattle

and Jefferson County, Ky.,
who say each public school
system
unconstitutionally
discriminates based on skin
color. The two cities' programs differ, but each try to
maintain racial diversity by
using a sort of quota system
for minority enrollment.
On Dec. 4, the U.S.
Supreme Court was to decide
on Meredith v. Jefferson
County Board of Education
and Parents Involved in
Community Schools v. Seattle
Sch ool District.
Although Howard was
listed on the schedule of
events for its rally and its
march to the court, other
local campuses organized to
make sure their voices were
heard about the issues debating integration and affirmative action Monday.
"There's a lack of publicity," said Eric Brady, the
By Any Means Necessary
contact for the University
of Maryland, College Park.
The junior government and
politics major, who is organizing UMD, College Park
students to participate, said
he learned about the event
while researching Thurgood
Marshall.
"Nobody is getting out

the information and a lot about people at the n1arch,
of people don't know that a lot of people didn't know
affirmative action is in d an - that busing still happened
ger, as well as the desegre- or what it was," Hoagland
gation of public schools," said. So1ne students in the
Brady said. "The fact that it Jefferson County and Seattle
wasn't publicized as much, school districts were bused
kind of put more fire to past other schools in order to
[me organizing it]," along even out the racial diversity.
with UMD, College Park's
Hoagland
said
she
Alpha Phi Alpha, Fraternity, planned a discussion of the
Inc. chapter, Black Student issues on Saturday at GW's
Union, Caribbean Student satellite campus, Mount
Association, Black Honor Vernon and she and other
Caucus and others. ·
students planned on boardBrady and the other orga- ing the Foggy Bottom Metro
nizers at UMD, College Park Station the morning on the
put together inforn1ational march to meet the other
packets detailing the issues protesters at the Supreme
and listing times that the Court.
College Park metro shuttle t
However,
she
said,
left with a leader every hour "Because of our finals, this
8 a.In. to 12 p.m. Monday, is the last week of class this
according to Brady.
upcoming Monday. A lot
Getting out the informa- of people will be busy so I
•
tion was the primary concern thought that it would be more
of Chasya Hoagland, a junior in1portant to let as many
econoinics major. She began people know about it so they
spreading the word to profes- would go on their own, rathsors and students at George er than trying to organize [a
Washington
University's march from GW]."
campus.
Students all over are
"What I have been try- choosing between advoing to do is get awareness cacy and academics. Nicole
out, because it seems like Lancia, the public relations
at this campus a lot of peo- chair of the Nu Alpha Chapter
ple have never even heard
of it. When I was talking See COLLEGES, NEWS A3

Behind The Scene: The Steps to Organiziiig a March
BY DANYELLE HADAWAY
Hilltop Staff Writer

Conducting a march really
just requires a basic w1derstanding of written word.
"Just fill the application
out," said retired Cmdr. Michael
Radzilowski, of the D.C. police
special operations division. "It
is easy, there are only minor
stipulations."
Yesterday, the civil rights
organization By Any Means
Necessary, along with Howard
University and other supporters, expressed its first amendment right to "petition the
Government for a redress of
grievances" on its Inarch on
Washington.
While it is also the first
amendment right to peaceably assemble, Radzilowski
said a permit is needed if people plan on assembling in the
Washington, D.C. area.
'The city streets belong
to
[Metropolitan
Police
Deparl:Inent], inost of the park
areas belong to [the National

Park Service Police], and anywhere around the Capitol
belongs to the Capitol [Police],"
Radzilowski said "It's a first
amendment right to demonstrate. It's not your first amendment right to walk on public
space...which is the street, but
not on the sidewalk."'
RadzilO\>VSki said, "[If]
you're going to be on the side
walk, and you're going to obey
the traffic laws and regulations
you do not need a permit. If
you're going to stay stationary
in one particular place, you also
do not need a permit unless it
Bryon Jonts • S<-nior Photo Editor
is owned by the federal govern- To hold a march In the capital, organizers fill out a perment or the Capitol [and] then mit request In each jurisdiction the march takes place.
you need a Capitol or federal
goven1Il1ent permit." Earlier he
According
to
Arnita
added, "If you're going to walk building and park areas, event
in the street, you have to have planners need a parade permit Hayden, the UGSA coordinator
a permit. Either that or you're and in the case of yesterday's and coordinator for the inarch
impeding the traffic fl.ow, which march on Washington, a dem- on Washington at Howard,
is a violation of city rules and onstration permit for each the permit has restrictions on
jtuisdiction the march plans what time people are allowed
regulations."
Because the District has so to walk through. According to on the city streets. This changed
many jurisdictions, including Radzilowski, HowardUniversity Hayden's original plan to have
federal buildings, the Capitol niarchers had a permit from Howard students walk from
MPDC and Capitol police.
the University to the Supreme

BU Group Awards Whites
BY KEA'NIA GULLEY
Contnbuting Writer

In the midst of protecting Brown v. Board of
Education, an issue challenging the protection of
affinnative action has been
pushed to the side with little
recognition. Recently, the
Boston University College
Republicans Organization
chartered a scholarship
which is eligible to only
white students.
The $250 scholarship is
given to Boston University
undergraduate students who
maintain a 3.2 grade point
•
average
and who are at least
one-quarter Caucasian.
While
the
College
Republicans
of Boston
University agree that this
was an extreme move, they
believe that the, "Caucasian
Achievement
and
Recognition Scholarship,"
which is not affiliated with
the University in any way,
helps to show how, "ridiculous," the notion is to award
scholarships and financial
aid based on ethnicit) rather than n1erit.
The College Republicans
stance is made more than
clear in the creed written at
the beginning of the scholarship's application saying,

"Through affinnative action freshman
international
and progeny ...the major- business major, said that
ity say to any minority 'you she was not given any kind
are inferior and incapable of financial aid for being
of meeting us at our level, white.
so we'll make these special
"I came to Howard
accommodations for you.' University because it has
We believe this is absurd."
the best program for my
Although many stu- major. It being a historically
dents at Boston University black school had nothing to
disapprove of the scholar- do with my decision," she
ship, they agree with the said.
statement that the College
Alderson, along '¥ith
Republicans are trying to many others here at Howard
make.
University
and
Boston
George, a junior at University, believe that
Boston
University who although race should not be
declined to give his last a factor in receiving financial
name, said, "I received aid, the College Republicans
scholarships myself and at Boston University went
would take offense to any- about voicing their opinions
one asserting that I received in the wrong way.
then1 because I was white."
"Protest or petitions
The sentiments shared should have been put in
here at Howard University place if they didn't agree
are not too far from those with affirmative action, but
of Boston University. The this was just too much,"
majority of the students freshman biology major
here also feel that scholar- Shanda Vereen said.
ships should be equal on
Affirmative action was
both sides.
set in place to ensure that
Mikaela Carter, a fresh- minorities would be put on
man international busi- equal ground in order to
ness major, said that she allow for better opportuniis, "Inore for humanity as ties that were not previously
a whole, rather than just afforded to them. For some,
the uplift[ing] of African- these terms have translated
Americans."
as an unfair advantage for
Kaia Alderson, a white other races.

--

!

not serve as an authorization
for people to de1nonstrate, but
rather an, "FYI that you're telling us that you're going to be in
a certain place and we're going
to acknowledge it," Radzilowski
said.
According to Radzilowski,
demonstrators who are arrested voluntarily allow themselves
to be arrested. "You can demonstrate in front of the White
House all day long, but when
you start blocking people going
up and down the sidewalk. start
blocking the view of people, or
start climbing up a fence, then
you're violating the law. So
your first amendtnent right has
nothing to do with you violating
the law," he said.
"You are not being charged
for demonstrating, you are
being charged for whatever the
case may be, you know, climbing the fence or bPing on federal
property without a permit. But
inost times they '''On't arrest
you unless they absolutely have
to."

Separate
liJ But
1
·

Equal

Debated
BY MONICA HARRIS
HWtoo Staff Writer

On Monday, the Supreme
Court began hearing two cases
about whether or not the use
of affirmative action in schools
and in the work force is legal.
Many HBCU students were
willing to rally in support of
upholding of this policy, while
others question how they
can fight for integration and
attend "segregated" schools
like HBCUs themselves.
"I think that affirmative
action had its place in the
beginning, but now I think
that a lot of people just use it
as a way to get special treatment," freshman accounting
major Mycal Carr said.
Students like Carr challenge the idea that race or
sex should be considered
at all when applications are
reviewed.
In 1978, a prospective
pre-med student, Allan Bakke,
was denied admission to the
University of California at
Davis twice. When he discov-
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Court
Hayden said that the
University's permit said that
Howard students have to be off
the streets before 6 a.m. To
adapt to the change in plans,
students met on the Yard at 4
a.m. yesterday morning and
took buses from the Yard to
Union Station. Students then
marched from Union Station to
the Supreme Court
The parade permit also
secures free police assistance
and security "from point A to
point B," Radzilowski said, in
addition to making clauses
to protect the police from the
marchers.
"You can't be carrying
an iron rod with a placard on
the end of it because then the
iron rod can become a weapon
against us," Radzilowski said.
"You can use one inch by one
inch sticks and you can use
megaphones."
Although the police cannot deny people their ability to
demonstrate, the permit does

ered that the denial was due
to the University's racial quota
system, he filed a lawsuit
against the institution.
This case went to the
Supreme Court, who ntled
that the University could still
use affirmative action but that
the quota system had to go.
Since then, the use of affirmative action has continued to
cause controversy and challenges in courtrooms across
the country. Most recently, the
state of Michigan has decided
to ban the policy with the passing of Proposition 2 during this
year's midterm elections.
"To deny the relevance of
affirmative action and HBCUs
is to deny the history of this
nation. Most HBCUs are located in the south where it 'ivas
at one time illegal for blacks
to attend school at all," AfroAmerican studies professor
Lavonne Leslie-Jackson said.
"Also tl1e notion that
HBCU students who fight for
affirmative action are hypocritical has no validity because

[HBCUs} will accept any racial
background, as we see on our
campus. Howard is veiy culturally diverse.··
Understandingprejudice.
org has listed "10 Myths about
Affirn1ative Action," on its
Reading Room page, which
sheds light on the argwnent
that affinnative action is necessary in our society. One myth
listed was, 'The only way to
create a colorblind society is to
have color blind policies.·· The
Web site goes on to say that it
is likely that "colorblind,.. policies will result in whites giving
each other preference in applications.
On1are Kinsey, a senior
Afro-American studie§ major,
agreesv;ithJackson. "We need
places like Howard because
it's a nurturing environn1cnt
for black people [to] be theinselvcs without the discomfort
of having to battle others for
attention. Also, HBCUs have
produced the vast majority of
the nation's black doctors and
lawyers," Kinsey said.
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*** Bison Play Big in the Big Apple Classic ***

SCOREBOARD
& SCHEDULE
Bison Defeat Hampton by 11 in New York
I

dunk from senior Will Gant just five
Sports Editor
seconds into the game. Hampton
guard Demario Mattox (19 points)
An 11-2 second half run pushed quickly countered with a three-pointthe Bison past the Pirates of Hampton er and Bison sophomore Eugene
University, 95-84, Saturday in game Myatt hit a running ju111per in the
hvo of the inaugural Big.Apple Classic lane followed by a three-pointer fro1n
at Madison Square Garden before a senior Darryl Hudson to put Howard
back in the lead. Hampton's Mike
crowd of 6,609.
From the opening tip-off, the Freeman then scored a layup, bringShowtime Marching Band and ing the score to 7-5 and pron1pting
Howard fans cheered, "Howard, Howard head coach Gil Jackson to
Howard, Howard, Howard U ...The call a timeout just 95 seconds into
Real HU!"
the game.
Freshman Paul Kirkpatrick startThe stage had been set for an
ed off the contest with an alley-oop exciting battle between the two MEAC
teams. This
back-andfo~b
play
continued
throughout
the first half
of the game,
keeping the
crowd into
the
game
and sending
the
teams
into
the
locker room
knotted at 41
apiece.
In
a
game that
featured
nine
ties
and 18 lead
changes, it
was balanced
scoring and
relentlessness
that
eventually gave the
Pbolo eoon..y or CanvU Smith· AU .,.. Pbolo
Bison
an
Guard Will Gant came alive In the second half, adding 13 edge.
of his 15 points after the break. Howard's record Is 4-3.

BY CARYN GRANT

"Howard's
experience took
over," said firstyear
Hainpton
head coach Kevin
Nickelberry. "We
were exhausted.
We played four
gan1es in seven
days and it's
tough playing like
that. Howard did
a great job of handling our pressure and once
they got up, they
hit free throws
and we were playing uphill fro1n
there."
Myatt scored
18 of his gamehigh 22 points
and Gant added
13 of his 15 points
after the intermission, but it
was timely contributions from the
Pbolo C"ow·tr,, olC'om>IJ Smilh-All Prt, fh•lo
Bison bench that Forward Eugene Myatt led all scorers with 22
allowed Howard points. Myatt scored 18 of his 22 In the second half.
to distance themselves from the Pirates.
bench were freshman Kandi Mukole
Freshman Curtis White hit his and senior Darek Mitchell who added
only two field goals of the gaine, a nine and eight points respectively.
three-pointer immediately followed
Turnovers plagued the Pirates
by a jumper in the lane on the next late, as they struggled to stay in the
possession to give the Bison a six- game and the Bison continued to
widen the gap.
point lead 5:30 into the second half.
"That is an area where we did not
Myatt delivered the nail in the
have last season," said Hudson, who coffin when he hit a three from the
finished with 18 points, 7 rebounds corner with 6:00 remaining, putting
and 4 assists.
Howard up by double-digits for the
"Our young players are beginning first ti1ne in the game.
to come around and we all underHampton would never get closer
stand our roles."
than within six points, as the Bison
Other key contributors off of the coasted to the win.

SCORES
Men's Basketball

Howard
Navy

75
79 (20T)

UPCOMING GAMES
Dec.6

Men s Basketball vs.
American@ Burr
Gymnasium
7 p.m.
Dec. 9

'
Men's Basketball
@
UMES
12 Noon (Live on ESPN-

U)
Dec. 10

Women's Basketball @
William & Mary
2 p.m.

"This was a big win for the
Howard University basketball program," an elated Jackson said. "To
come to Madison Square Garden and
play on this stage and to get a victory against one of the quality athletic
programs in our conference means a
Jot to this program."

N .J. Begins Testing High
School Athletes for Steroids
Seven Howard Track Runners Qualify
for MEAC Indoor Championships

BY MICHAEL BENJAMIN

in the Big 12 collegiate con- deliver the specimen, which is
Contributing Writer
ference as well as the collec- unlike the Observer Collection
tion process for Minor League Method used in the NCAA,
New Jersey, after an Baseball. Drug Free Sport when a hired observer from
executive order from former was also recently in talks with Drug Free Sport watches the
governor Richard Codey, will the LPG.A about a contract to specimen travel from the athbe the first state to test high establish drug testing in golf.
lete to the beaker.
school athletes for banned
"Codey appointed a task
"Howard University has
substances, starting with the force to look at the steroid never had problems with ste2006-2007 school year.
issue," said Kay Hawes, the roids," said Sports Information
According to the New Director of Media Relations for Director Edward Hill, Jr. "It
Jersey State High School Drug Free Sport, Inc. Hawes doesn't factor in here."
Athletic Association, the only believes that tl1e governor
Otl1er states are keeping a
athletes who will be tested are acted after receiving recom- close eye on the performance
those belonging to teams that mendations from his task force enhancer testing policy in New
participate in statewide tour- about steroid use throughout Jersey.
naments each year. Sixty per- the state of New Jersey.
Recently, David Dewhurst,
cent of the testing will be done
Hawes also mentioned the lieutenant governor of
in football, lacrosse, baseball, that the tests conducted on Texas, called for mandatory
track and field and wrestling, the high school level in New random testing throughout
sp01ts that have been recorded Jersey would be slightly dif- the state. Texas has the most
as showing higher incidences ferent tllan those used on the high school athletes out of
of steroid use.
collegiate level.
any state in the nation with
The decision to test high
New Jersey athletes will be approxi1nately 740,000.
school athletes comes in the subject to the Strict Monitored
States such as Florida,
wake of scandals among pro- Collection, a process in which a New Mexico and Illinois are
fes~ional athletes for using
same-sex monitor will accom- also looking to institute their
performance-enhancing drugs, pany the athlete to the rest- drug testing initiatives.
including competitive biker room. The monitor will dye
Dunbar High School
Floyd Landis, sprinter Justin the bowl water blue, ensure football coach Craig Jefferies
Gatlin and NFL linebacker that the restroom stall is clean, believes that steroid testing
Shawne Merriman.
and proceed to ask tlle athlete "probably will catch on. It
Testing will be done by to empty his or her pockets of gives kids an opportunity to
Drug Free Sport, Inc., the com- any possessions.
be evaluated." J efferies noted
pany in charge of adininisterThe athlete will then enter that the American Association
ing the drug testing program tl1e stall alone and proceed to of Coaches is also among the
groups backing the testing plan.
Athletic
Director
•
Ronald Vallar of Holy
Cross High School in
Flushing, N.Y. agrees,
and adds that testing for
performance
enhancers across the board on
the high school is "inevitable."
"Now that new light
on high school athletes
is coming out, we have
to talk to these [high
school] kids and make
them aware tl1at they will
be tested," says Howard
University track and field
coach Michael Merritt. "I
PllOCo Cour1.,7 of """·Mt'C°'>On.<•
don't meSS with kids that
New Jersey will be the first U.S. state to test high school athjuice."
letes for performance-enhancing drugs state-wide.
·

Seven members of Howard's Men's and Women's Track teams
qualified for the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference Championships after
their perfomances in the Bucknell Invitational this past Saturday.
Landria Buckley, Alyssa ,Tohnson, Jessica Neal and Lauren McNary
qualified for the women's team. They will be joined by Daniel Kinney,
Dante Buckner and Stephen Sn1all-Wamer from the n1en's team.
Collectively, Howard will be represented in the 60 meter hurdles,
the 200, 400 and 800 meter dashes, the one-mile and the long jump.
The Championships are scheduled for February 16 at the P.G. Sports
and Learning Con1plex in Landover, Md.

Florida Selected to Play Ohio St.
BCS Championship Game

•

ID

No. 2 Florida was chosen to face the top-ranked Ohio St. Buckeyes
in the inaugural Bowl Championship Series Title Game after securing
the SEC (Southeastern Conference) Championship this past Sahll'day.
The Gators (12-1) were helped by UCIA's surprising 13-9 upset of
third-ranked Southern Cal and the fact that Michigan completed their
regular season prior to last weekend and did not play.
Ohio St. (12-0) has been the No. 1 tean1 in college football since the
preseason and has never left that position since.
Rounding out the BCS bowl schedule are No. 15 Wake Forest vs.
No. 5 Louisville (Orange Bowl), No. 11 Notre Dame vs. No. 4 LSU (Sugar
Bowl), No. 9 Boise St. vs. No. 7 Oklahon1a (Fiesta Bowl) and No. 8 USC
vs. No. 3 Michigan (Rose Bowl).
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TODAY IN SPORTS HISTORY. ..
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On .Dec. 5, 1997, the NBA suspended
•
Latrell Sprewell of the Golden State ••
•
Warriors
for
one
year
for
assaulting
•
the team's head coach .
.. . . . . ... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. ...... ... .. .. .
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Mahogany Magazine Displays the Shades of Women .
BY STACY A. ANDERSON
C-Opy Chief

While Honey, Suede and
other urban magazines have
struggled to build a lasting presence, another magazine has
arrived to fill the void for the oonfident, brown skinned lady with
intellect.
Mahogany Magazine, which
launched this past summer,
boasts the motto "For every savvy
woman of oolor" and has stayed
true to a demographic often overlooked by mainstream media.
Buffalo, N.Y. native Crystal
Cunningham started the online
magazine after she grew frustrated trying to find the perfect job
after graduation and a publication that portrayed her voice.
"Mahogany is a magazine for
women of oolor- notjust AfricanAmericans-but for Hispanics
and Asians, every woman of
oolor. It covers a vast audience,"
the 24-year-old said. "Me, being
a full-figured woman myself, I
wanted to bring that to the forefront It's glamour, high fashion,
everything combined in one, ''°1th
stories we can relate to."

Cunningham's love for magazines started at the age of six,
after sprawling out on the living
room floor to read her grandmother's ~ce magazines.
She later studied oommunications and journalism in oollege
at SUNY Buffalo and oompleted
internships at magazines such as
Self, Black Beat, and Right On.
She also freelanced for urban
magazine Rap-Up and established mentors at Elle Girl and
Jane.
After
graduating,
Cunningham began to look for a
job, but grew weary offinding the
prefect entry level position as an
editorial assistant.
"I got tired of it," she said.
"fm not trying to be 28 and an
editorial assistant I took Queen
Latifah and Monique's advice: If
there isn't an option, create one
yourself."
Mahogany Magazine now
features staple sections such as
Beauty Buys, book reviews in
Chicklit, upcoming trends in
Pulse, and a profile of must-have
items in Glitz, Glam, Gloss. Other
magazine pages include celeb-

rity inteiviews, fashion spreads,
quizzes and advice on love and
inspiration from spiritual editor
Regina McCrayer.
The upcoming winter issue
will hit the Internet by mid
December and feature new clothing line Mal Sirrah, designed by
Malcolm Harris, who has dressed
Tyra Banks and "America's Next
Top Model" winner Eva Pigford.
Harris will also create the wedding dress for rapper Kanye
West's fiance.
Cunningham, who also
works in the English department
at Monroe College in the Bronx,
N.l:., said she would like to secure
sponsorships to launch a print
edition in two years, but finds the
online publication fulfilling for
the time being.
"Nowadays, I don't even
know if there is a digital divide.
I can't stress how great and vital
the Internet is."
Cunningham said
the
Internet also provides more convenience since readers will soon
be able to print off the magazine
and save the \.Veb site address
as a bookmark on their personal

oomputers. She cited that some
print magazines like Nylon have
jumped onto the trend and now
have online versions as well.
Ingrid Sturgis, a programming manager for AOL and
professor of magazine editing at Howard, agreed with

Contributing Writer

The holiday season has
arrived and along with the drop
in temperature and decked
out malls, comes the arduous
task of buying gifts for loved
ones. This season, merchants
are offering many items that
give some or all of the proceeds to charitable causes. The
purchase of a certain product
oould make a friend's day and
help to fund a cause like HIVI
AIDS or cancer research at the
same time.
The (Product) RE D line
is one you may have seen in
stores recently. Bono of U2
fame is a creator of the line.
A percentage of (Product) R£D
branded products goes toward
the Global Fund, which helps
women and children affected
by HIV/ AIDS in Africa. The
company explains the reasoning behind the brackets on its
Web site: "Each company that
becomes red places its logo
in this embrace and is then
elevated to the power of red.
Thus the name -- (PRODUCI')
RED "

Several companies have
jumped on the red bandwagon. (Gap) R£D includes a limited edition collection of clothing and accessories. (Emporio
Armani) R£D offers clothing
and accessories and will soon
expand to fragrance. Apple
has a red iPod nano, Converse
sells red Chuck Taylors and
Motorola has a line of red cell
phones. Most, but not all, of
these products are red in color,
making them appropriate and
festive for the holidays.
Sephora carries numerous
brands that donate a portion
or all of their proceeds lo charitable causes, including items
from Stila and Urban Decay.

Forward
l.'.:1.0 11

Cunningham.

7wAYS TO

'The Web is having a significant impact on the direction
of magazines. Tune magazine
has chosen to reposition itself
as a result of declining circulation, some attribute to increased
Internet use," said Sturgis, who
has worked for BET Weekend,
Essence and Savoy Magazines.
"E..zines and bl~ have beoome
popular because they allow people to have an interactive relationship."
Although only time will
tell the future of Mahogany,
Cunningham is oonfident it will
stand the test of time since it is "a
medium for women of oolor."
Sturgis said publishers will
have to overlook a quick return
on investments and be patient
enough to let specific interest
magazines establish themselves.
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Brittany " Bre" Scullark of America's Next Top Model fame
graced the Fall cover of new e-zlne, Mahogany Magazine.
"Magazint?S that offer a black
outlook are impottant because
our experiences may not be the
same as those who read mainstream magazines. Black women
read all 1nagazines, but black
magazines speak to them in a

' mainstream magazines
way that
may not,"" she said.
For more information ,;sit
\\"'' ·mahogan)-mag.00111
or
''"'' .my~pacc.com/n1.1hogany_
mag.

Holiday Volunteer
Opportunities Abound

Holiday Gifts
That Give Back
BY KRISTINA MAURY

Fall Fashion

Sephora's Web site aptly
deems the purchase of
these beauty products as
"shopping for a beautiful
cause." MAC Cosmetics
is another beauty product supplier with philanthropic aims. MAC
has been selling its Viva
Glam lipstick since 1994.
Available in six shades,
all proceeds from the
Viva Glam lipstick collection go to the MAC
AIDS Fund.
Photo courcay o""'w.ftbR"C'rml\s.com
Crystal Hughey, Proceeds from a wide range of hola freshman broadcast lday gifts benefit worthy causes.
journalism
major,
recently purchased a
shade from MAC's Viva Glam Unforgivable Eau de Toilette
line. She said she's more likely Spray. Up to $10,000 in profto support the line now that its will go toward finding a cure
she knows all proceeds go to for cancer. Otl1er fragrances
a worthy cause. "I think it's that give back to charities are
a good idea because even Carlos Santana for Women
though you're buying a good and Tommy Hilfiger's Tommy
product for family and friends, 10 and Tommy Girl 10.
you're also giving a gift to a
A great deal of these prodtotal stranger," she said.
ucts fund breast cancer and
For the lady who loves HIV/ AIDS research but there
Coach, their pink key chain areseverallesser-knowncauses
with pink crystals could make that some brands are supporta nice gift. Twenty percent of ing. Benefit Cosmetic's Big
the proceeds go to the Breast Magic Lip Gloss helps to raise
Cancer Research Foundation. money for the Big Brothers Big
If you're willing to spend a Sisters program and all of the
considerable amount more, proceeds from Philosophy's
think about the Coach Gallery Believe in Miracles shower gel
Breast Cancer Watch. Not only goes toward the Christopher
does it have three interchange- Reeve Paralysis Foundation.
able bevels but $100 from each Sephora also carries products
timepiece sold will go to breast that support autism research
cancer research.
and Operation Smile, an orgaRalph Lauren's Pink Pony nization that helps to repair
collection features polo shirts, facial deformities in children.
hoodies, handbags and more.
Toynett Hall, a senior
All items are bedecked with an broadcast journalism major,
embroidered pink polo player. says she appreciates these
Ten percent of the proceeds companies'
philanthropic
from these products go to the efforts. "I think that any oomPink Pony Fund for Cancer pany that shows any kind
Care and Prevention.
of social responsibility will
Ladies might want to always succeed," she said.
consider gifting their significant other with Sean John's

BY MONICA HARRIS
Hilltop Staff Writer

dorm life, students can also
contribute to the community
through the Angel Tree project in the Andre" Ranl-:in
Memorial Chapel.
This is an annual tradition at the chapel and an}
student who wants to get that
warm and fuzzy feeling from
making a child's holiday that
much more special can participate. The project b enefits
over 250 students from six
Washington, D.C. schools.
~we're asking that each
participant sponsor a local
elementary school student
that we have selected based
on financial need. \\'e ask the
children to make a wish list
and then give it to the volunteer so that they can give
a gift," said Zahara M itchcll.
the M25 (Matthew: 25) Alin~

t•ommunity sen ice m i ~si ons
dircl'tor, who is organizing
the program thb )C:tr. The
ch, pel collected gift from
~o . 19 through nee. :i.
As to be expected during these holida) months,
voluntcerism is nlso needed
outside the Unh·cr~ily.
Bread for the City is a
nonprofit organization that
routinely pro' ides food,
clothing, medical care and
legal and social ser\'ices to
the; underprivileged citizens
of t he District. 'J1tc org:initation sen
nhbut 5,000
families a month.
To participate
m
the
Angel
Tn•e
proJect, contact Mitdll'll nt
t•aa ngletreeprojet'l (ii yahoo.

Tis' the season for giving and students across the
Mecca are spreading the
holiday cheer by giving back
to the less-privileged in the
District.
Visit any of the campus
dormitories and one will see
collection bins piling with
student donations. Decorated
bins located in dormitory
lobbies throughout campus are steadily filling with
nonperishable goods to be
distributed to those in need
in the District. The Bethune
Annex is taking this a step
further.
During
the
months
of December, the Bethune
COlll
Annex sponsors families 1n
need through a
local social work
agency.
The "Adopt a
Family" program
allows the resident assistants of
each floor to collect money from
each resident who
decides tc participate.
"[ In)
December we collect wish lists from
the families and
do our best to get
what the children
want. It's very
rewarding. But we
do still need more
donations to make
it possible this
year," said Kalima
Smalls, a junior
psychology major
l'h •t•
~rlt:'
•It 111h .1111"'otl .-:u111
and RA of the 5•h Students can donate gifts to disadvantaged c hildren In the area
floor east side.
through the Chapel Assistants' annual Angel Tree project.
Aside
from

Peace Corps an Option For Students After Graduation
BY Sl~ONE STEPHENSON
Contributing Writer

With the fall 2006 semester coming to an end, many
seniors are anxiously awaiting their last semester at
Howard University. Different
graduate schools and appealing job opportunities are on
the table and seniors are often
swamped with decisions about
life after graduation.
Although some are interested in taking the opportunity that will allow them to
make the most money, some
plan to join the Peace Corps.
The Peace Corps was
formed in 1960 when Senator

John. F. Kennedy approached
University of Michigan students to serve their country by
working in developing countries overseas. Since then,
nearly 200,000 volunteers
have resided and worked in
138 different host countries.
To date, volunteers have
worked in the following areas:
education, youth outreach
and community development, health and HIV/AIDS,
agriculture and environment,
business development and
information technology.
"I think an interest in
service, serving others and
giving back is why many students choose this program,...

said Lynn Heichel-Kneedler, sons, joining a Peace Corps
the regional manager for the program affords students the
Mid-Atlantic States within experience of travel and seethe Peace Corps.
ing what the rest of the world
While some students are is all about.
interested in community serMany students are slightvice and helping others, some ly apprehensive about joining
are participating in the differ- the Peace Corps because readent Peace Corps programs for j ustment to American society
a more practical reason.
may be difficult upon return
"Businesses and corpora- from a two-year absence. This
tions are really interested in is true not only socially, but
people who have had inter- financially as well. The Peace
national experience. A lot,~f . C,9.ql,'l. recognizes t_his fact and
companies are workmt'WitW~)\e\i>s! particlpants~wben they
global issues. You'll learn return home.
another language, you'll have
"You'll get a comparable
excellent cross cultural skills, salary to other teachers in the
etc.," Heichel-Kneedler said.
area. The stipend is plenty to
Aside from these rea- cover Jiving expenses. Each

--
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Peace Corps volunteer p,ets
$250 in their American b;1nk
every month that they serve
that they can use when the)
get back to the States to relocate, or get a car or whatever
they need to do," she said.
Volunteers serve for a
27-month period in their
host country. The first threl'
months are training in the
country, while the remainder
of the time is spent at the site
where the volunteer will be
working.
The Peace Corps believes
that it takes this amount of
time to adjust to the coun
try, the language and the cul·
ture in which the \Olunteer is

!~

located.
·Most Yohtntccrs don't
\\1lnt lo lca\'c ancr the two
year~. and they may extend
their ser\'ice for anotlll'r year,"
Heichel-Kneedler said.
The Peace Corps presently serves 75 countries.
In those countries, 182,000
Americans have participated
in tht• program.
"\\ e reall) un<·ourage
ind 1' iduals to go Our offic• 1s
right over the river m \'irgi1.1a,
and it is one of tlH' n•ry best
cxpl•riences that l"illl t•xlend
your resume. \.\'e would lo\'e
to get more Ho\\ard graduates." she said.
I I
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Directions: Each row, each column,
and each 3x3 box must contain each
and every digit 1-9 exactly once.

7 5

6 3
8 6

2

5

1 9

1
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So Much More Potential
Just like our nation's have to commend Owens, its aspira tions.
president takes the brunt of Nichols and their staff for
Despite the introducthe criticism when things go getting organizational fund- tion of the United Council of
\\Tong or there is blame to be ing out in October. which is Student Organizations, there
placed, HUSA. our executive the earliest in recent admin- continues to be scheduling
branch, often becomes the istrations.
conflicts among organizations
scapegoat for student frustraHowever, we believed that are a part of the countions.
cil and other probDue to our
lems that should be
tendency to look
addressed by the
for the negative,
council.
HUSA
Preside11t
Jennifer
Owens
we, as students,
There was also a
often overlook the
and Vice President Stephen
promise of a universal
great things our
calendar. Although it
Nichols
are
doing
well
but
could
student governdoes exist, it is not
ment does for us.
be doing a lot better and are fail- comprehensive nor
H U S A
visible enough to the
ing
short
of
tlzeir
ambitious
ca1nPresident Jennifer
majority of the camOwens and Vice
pus.
paign goals. B- 'ON!'
President Stephen
Owens
attri:-.lichols. who ran
butes many of th<.'
under the slate MON!"' set a lot nlore could have been shortcomings of the first half
ver) lofty goab for their term done in the realm of security. of their lorm to the l.1ek 'Of
in office. And although they There was room for more cor- resources. '"I wish we could
have fallen short on some respondence between HUSA have a fully working office,"
of their ambitions, we do and Campus Police. Also, our Owens said.
applaud them for what they whole security system is set
Currently, the HUSA
have accomplished and give up to be reactive instead of office has onl} one computer,
them a midterm grade of B-.
proactive and preventive.
no allotment of copies and no
As far as "Advocating
On the other hand, Owens fax machine.
for Quality Student Services did inform us that they were
It's unacceptable that our
and Resources," the first lier in talks with Chief Thomas of elected student leaders do not
of their platform, some ~ey Campus Police about the need have thl' n•sources the' need
objectives werl' addressed.
for a camcra system instead of to fully serve the student bod)
Under HUSA's guid- outdated Bh1e Light System .
to the best of their ability.
ance, the Bison Card, which
Next there is the tier
Lastly, we want to comserves as phase one of the that deals with constitutional mend Owens and Nichols for
greater goal to create student accountabilit) in student gov- making an effort to reach out
accounts, was introduced
ernment. HUSA administered to underrepresented student
However, when we asked workshops for HUSAstaffand populations, helping out with
about phase two we were left all new UGSA representatives student government al the
without a real answer as to to teach their constitutions middle school. We admire
what that phase would be, and Robert's RulE·s of Order.
Owens specifically for her vis\\hen it would occur, or what
The final lier, ~Focusing ibility and 1' ish for Nic~1ols to
was in the works.
Student Leadership on et be as visiblc on ca1npu!>.
Regardless of tJ1at, we Unified Agenda,~ fell short of

To the Hilltop:
I am writing this letter
in regards to a recent essay
that I read b) author Juan
v.·illiams: "'\\Thy Segregation
Seems So Seductive... The
essay was a n1ost intriguing
and rather thought provoking piece of literature on the
self-segregation of an ethnic
group.
In light of current events
in American society regarding
desegregatipn in schools and
affirmative action, I believe
the discussion that this essay
provokes is especially significant.
In his essay, Williams
discussed some of the ways
that black Americans arc
re-segregating
themselves
within An1erican society by
inadvertently or consciously
refusing the institution of
integration.
\Villiams argues that b)
choosing to aggregate themselves solely amongst one
another, blacks are reinstating the separatists and racist
mind set that preceded the

civil rights movement. One
way tl1at the black American
society has chosen to re-scrregate itself from multi-cultural or .1n integratl"d soc1·
ety is through the increased
initiative for black students
to attend Historically Black
Colleges and Universities.
believes \>\'illiams.
He speaks of the influ
ence of "racial unity," on
Lhe black student's decision
to attend a black college or
university, "no matter if it's
inferior to white colleges now
open to black students."
"Self-segregation
is
in," vVilliams states. In the
remainder of his essay,
\Villiams classifies the societal and political motivations
behind this self-segregation
and its impending consequences.
I disagree with Williams
argu1nent of blac~ self-sc~rc
gation as prcvall;nt and remi ·
111scent of the racially Lcnse
pre-civil rights era. Williams
speaks of self-segregation as
a means of black people hin-

dering themselves by denying
the opportunities that integration rifforded and continues to 1fford them all in the
name of "racial unity."
Contrary to \\'illiams'
assertions, I feel that sclfsegregation amongst blacks
is to maintain an aspect of
racial unit} amongst ourselves. Self-segregation is an
expression of the choice thnl
Blacks have been given lo live
amongst whom they want and
to thrive in any arena of society without the hindrance of
racism.
Deciding to interact primarily with black people is a
personal decision that every
black individual either consciously or unconsciously
makes; this decision however, does not detern1ine the
opportunities afforded that
black person, or the qualit} of lif" that that individual
will consequently lead.

Sincerely,
Eunice
Dixon (Freshman biology major)
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The Hilltop is Hiring!
We are curren1"1y looking for staff writers,
section editors and layout designers.
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